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Dear drivers, 
 
Here some additional information regarding the next IFMAR WC 1/10th IC event in Homestead 
(USA), received by our IFMAR Chairman. 
 
The payment of the tires for race and practice can be done by a webshop from the organizer. 
 
Here you can pay the mandatory set of tires for the race event itself (11 sets for 165 USD) and your 
practice tires for 15 USD per set. 
 
The controlled fuel is VP Powermaster 16%. No other brands are involved. Additional fuel for 
practice can also be ordered in the same webshop (30 USD for one gallon). 
 
You can either pay with credit card, PayPal or cash, but we advice to pay in advance to avoid that you 
must bring a lot of cash to the race track. Everything must be paid before you start practicing for 
those who want to bring cash at the track. You will not be allowed to hit the track before everything 
ordered has been paid. 
 
This is the address from the webshop:            https://www.rc1-racing.com/online-store 
 
If you need an invoice, make sure to pay in advance so the organizer can prepare an invoice for you. 
For those of you who pay with creditcard or Paypal a small charge will apply to cover the fees for 
using a transfer with creditcards. 
 
Since we need to order the tires asap it is very important that drivers either make the order on the 
website immediately or inform me about the number of practice tires, because the manufacturer needs 
to know final numbers for all the tires asap. 
At the moment it looks like we will have about 110-115/120 drivers in total, meaning 11 or 12 heats. 
Run time will be 7 minutes for all Qualifiers. Due to the high humidity the track is a little wet in the 
morning and it will take up till 9.00-9.30 before the sun has dried it. 
The organizer will be taking photos and printing the badges at the track so no photos will be needed 
from the drivers before. 
 
Thank you 
 
Guillaume LIEVRE 
EFRA 1/10th IC On Road Section Chairman 
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